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Solutions to the urban crisis, the Vietnam war, and other national problems
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segment of this growth occurring in the past 10 years. Between 1955 and 1965,

student bodies grew by 2.9 million and total expenditures and income increased from
$3.4 to over $14.9 billion. Current federal assistance includes student aid, research
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requirements will help to raise enrollments to approximately 8 million in 1975. Broad
institutional grants could narrow the gap between income and expenditures. More
funds for research libraries, computers, international studies, and the arts and

humanities are needed as well as new aid programs for areas of public concern such
as inner cities, pollution, and improvement of elementary and secondary education. As
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Summary Statement
and

Principal Recommendations

The strengths and needs of Americr a higher education comprise
critical elements in the strengths and needs of the whole nation.

In the past two decades the growth and strengthening of Ameri-
can higher education have been impressive national achievements.
In the coming decades, tasks of equal magnitude must- be accom-
plished. Enrollments must be expanded. The quality of education
must be improved. Research and development efforts must be
advanced. New fields of study must be explored. Additional com-
munity and national services must be undertaken if the country
is to gain in strength and move closer to its increasingly ambitious
national goals.

Potentially, the nation's system of higher education possesses the
capability to carry out these responsibilities with at least the vigor
and purposefulness it has exhibited over the past two decades. It
faces, however, a severe and worsening fiscal crisis, and whether it
can in fact do what is needed will depend on increased financial
assistance from all available sources, but especially and particularly
from the Federal Government.

The urban crisis, the Vietnam war, and other problems facing the
United States produce conditions of serious national fiscal strin-
gency. The expectations imposed on higher education and its re-
quirements must therefore be assessed in the light of all the coun-
try's needs and aspirations. The nation must, for instance, allocate
major resources to national security, the alleviation of the urban
crisis and poverty, the improvement of elementary and secondary
education, health, and other critical concerns. Higher education's
basic role in the solution of these and other problems gives its needs
a special order of importance.

The growth of the national economy depends increasingly upon
the scientific insights, the technological advances, and the educated
people produced in institutions of higher education. The efficient
and equitable management of the nation's public and private affairs
requires, more and more, the background and the trained intelli-
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gence of a college or university education. The overcoming of
prejudice and the achieving of equal opportunity among all the
people are closely related to education. None of al-1r deepest na-
tional problems can be solved without the human resources and
knowledge made available by higher education. The importance to a
nation of our kind of a broad, diversified, vigorous, and growing
system of higher education is fundamental.

Principal Recommendations

The Federal assistance required for higher education must include
the following features:
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1. Expanded student aid programs to encourage and
enable the needy and disadvantaged to obtain higher edu-
cation, and expanded loan programs to give students wide
choice of where and what they will study.

2 Recognition that there is a special Federal interest in
sustaining, extending, and strengthening graduate and pro-
fessional education. Such recognition must include addir
tional graduate fellowships and traineeships and increased
cost-of-education supplements to Federal fellowships more
closely approximating the real educational cost to the
institution.

3. Provision by the Federal Government of a larger
share of the capital funds required for construction
including an overall increase in appropriations combined,
in the Higher Education Facilities Act, with an increase in
the permissible maximum in the Federal share from one
third to two thirds or more. The criteria governing facilities
grants should include improvement of educational per-



formance, although greater enrollment capacity must be

a major, overall objective.

4. Strong support of research in the universities and
provision for its continuing development. Federal funds
should pay the full costs of federally sponsored research.
Appropriations should be increased for institutional grants

(as of the type now made by the National Science Founda-

tion) that can be used with freedom and flexibility by the

universities.

5. Recognition of research libraries, modern high-speed
computation, and international studies as areas which

relate closely to the foregoing responsibilities of universi-
ties, but each of which has certain distinct aspects and
each of which forces large expenditures upon the modern
university. To this should be coupled recognition of the
arts and humanities as areas in which modest support can
substantially improve the performance of colleges and
universities as civilizing influences in the American society.

6. Recognition that new funding must be provided if
colleges and universities are to meet effectively the rising

calls for action programs and for research and instruction
aimed at such large current problems as "the inner city,"
air and water pollution, and the improvement of the
schools.

7. The initiation of a system or systems of broadly based
institutional support for colleges and universities as a nec-

essary supplement to their current sources of support and
to the various kinds of categorical support which are also
required. In developing and adopting general aid formu-
lae, great care should be given to insure recognition of
the levels and types of instruction and their widely varying

costs.
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I. SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

American higher education is experiencing critical and wide-
spread financial pressures. Virtually every type of college and uni-
versity faces a widening gap between available income and the
level of expenditures required to undertake needed expansions or
improvementsor even, in many cases, to sustain normal operations.

The Association of American Universities is convinced that these
pressures constitute a threat to the nature and vitality of American
higher education and are therefore a cause for national concern.
We offer this report to call attention to the demands placed upon
institutions of higher education, to analyze the complexity and
severity of the growing fiscal crisis, and to recommend the largely
Federal action needed to close the financial gap.

The report and its recommendations are founded on a number
of basic considerations:

I. "Higher education" in America is provided by more than 2,000
institutions varying in control, level, purpose, size, character, and
quality. This variety of institutional types is an invaluable aspect of
a diffuse and yet highly responsive system of higher education, a
system whose value to he nation has been amply demonstrated and
whose independence, flexibility, and adaptability are widely admired
abrcad. It is important, then, that any new financial arrangements
designed to meet higher education's needs be so designed as to up-
hold, not undermine, the freedom and the diversity of that system.
Colleges and universities must be free to function with independent
and sometimes critical initiative, and there must be sufficient differ-
ences among them to accommodate a number of educational theo-
ries and approaches, a variety of views and actions on current and
future problems, and a range of choice for students with differing
desires and capabilities.

2. Two factors commonly used to distinguish institutions of
higher education deserve particular comment in a report of this
nature:

Governance: In our view, both state and private institutions
have indispensable roles to play; both function in the national
interest; and both demonstrate common, grow;ng fiscal problems
as they seek to meet the public responsibilities they share. Fed-
eral programs of financial support have not to date distinguished
significantly between the two, and should not do so. Discrimi-
natory aid to one type of institution could only mean deteriora-
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tion for the other, with consequent intolerable strains on higher
education as a whole.

Level: Two-year colleges and institutes, four-yeal colleges and
institutes, and institutions with graduate and professional pro-
grams perform different functions and have different goals.
Though it is inappropriate to say one level is more important than
another, it is important to recognize that the different missions of
the various levels sometimes pose different problems. The 42 U.S.
members of the Association of American Universities, for instance,
are heavily committed to graduate education and research. To-
gether, they award 52% of the graduate and professional de-
grees and 75% of the Ph.D. degrees granted in the United States
each year, and carry on 63% of the federally sponsored research
performed in universities.* Hence, these universities have certain
particular responsibilities and concerns. At the same time, they
also perform many of the functions which are the primary job of
other levels of higher education, and their activities impinge
either directly or indirectly upon virtually every other aspect of
formal education in this country. Therefore, this report directs
considerable attention to the special requirements of these
national universities, but it is not confined theleto, and most of
its considerations and recommendations are directed to the finan-
cial difficulties of higher education generally.

3. Achieving equality of access to higher education based solely
on ability and encouraging the highest possible educational attain-
ment are both essential objectives in a national policy of aid to edu-
cation. A concern for equality of educational opportunity has,
properly, justified various existing programs of Federal support, and
they become increasingly necessary as fiscal pressures on institu-
tions force up tuition costs. In many quarters, the pressures of rising
enrollments have outrun our ability to provide a reasonable quality
of education for all students. Thus, as even greater numbers become
able to attend, Federal funding for educational costs becomes a
necessary complement to financial aid for students. Simultaneously,
wherever possible, the pursuit of excellence must be sustained and
encouraged. Federal wistance to higher education must seek to
recognize both where high quality exists and where it is genuinely
in the making.

4. As already indicated, in urging a substantially increased in-

* If the so-called Federal Contract Research Centers are included, this per-
centage increases to 77%.
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vestment in higher education by the Federal Government, we are
not unmindful of the other important claims on the Federal tax
dollar; nor do we expect that major new Federal programs in sup-
port of education can be undertaken while the country's Vietnam
commitments are as large as they are. Nevertheless, it is clear that
the success of the nation's effort on almost any front depends to a
considerable extent on both the knowledge and the manpower de-
veloped in our colleges and universities. The fiscal difficulties now
encountered by these institutions as they attempt to meet these
obligations dictate that we not wait until after the resolution of
matters in Southeast Asia. It is imperative that changes and im-
provements be initiated now and that plans be laid for the more
substantial programs necessary to insure continued growth, strength,
and creative opportunity for America's colleges and universities.

5. Finally, although we shall concentrate in this report upon
assistance from the Federal Government, the need must be empha-
sized for continued and increased support from other sources.
Greater Federal aid should not be a substitute for, but rather a
supplement to, the other sources of income for higher education.
This is important both because of the sums required and because
such diversity of support underwrites greater adaptability and
encourages local initiative and experimentation, as opposed to insti-
tutional conformity to preconceived and centrally determined
norms.

II. THE NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION

The past several decades have seen rapid and major growth in
American higher education. Since 1930 total enrollments have
grown by approximately 33,i million students. Total annual expendi-
tures have increased from $508 million to $14.9 billion. Research
expenditures have increased from $18.1 million to $2.2 billion,*
with about 70% of the latter amount being furnished by the Federal
Government.

A large proportion of this growth has occurred in the past ten
years. Between 1955-56 and 1965-66, opening fall degree-enrollment
grew by 2.9 million students, from 2.6 million to 5.5 million. In the

Again excluding the so-called Federal Contract Research Centers attached
to universities or groupings of universities.
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same period, total income and expenditures tripled from approxi-
mately $3.4 billion to over $14.9 billion. Instructional and profes-
sional staff doubled, increasing from 236,000 to 465,000 people.
Total earned degrees increased by 80% and doctorates in science
and engineering by 118% during the decade.

This increased national commitment to higher education has
yielded handsome returns both to individuals and to the society at
large. Educational opportunities beyond the high school have made
personal achievement and effective social contributions possible for
an increasingly larger proportion of the American population. In
addition to providing essential human resources for the nation,
higher education has made possible rapid dissemination and use
of existing technology, and has been a crucial factor in the creation
of new technologies. Today, as never before, the security of the
nation, the health of its people, and growth of its economy depend
on the knowledge, insights, skills, and talents that higher education
cultivates and makes available.

Looking forward, almost the only certainty about higher educa-
tion in the United States is that the demands placed upon it will
continue to grow. An expanding population and an expanding pro-
portion of the population will seek more opportunities for higher
education. An increasingly technological and complex society will
require more exacting standards of training at all levels. Even more
than at present, business and government will turn to higher educa-
tion for new knowledge and techniques as well as for the men
educated in their use and development. New opportunities, some
of them not yet even glimpsed, will open to academic researchers
to explore the nature and origin of living systems and of human
disease, to understand and exploit the properties of matter, to learn
to predict and control changes in the natural environment, and to
understand the nature of the cosmos and the physical processes
which determine its evolution. The colleges and universities will be
asked, increasingly, to attack society's most difficult problems with
research and action programs. They will be expected to help make
urban life productive and satisfying, while assisting disadvantaged
minorities to participate more fully in the benefits and responsibili-
ties of the society at large.

To be sure, the awesome and insistent problems confronting our
nation at home and abroad will not be solved by education alone,
but our best hopes of coping with these challenges must rest heavily
on improved knowledge and greater numbers of well educated men
and women. Thus, in concrete terms, just to maintain the present



ratio of physicians to population will require training 100,000 doc-

tors between 1965 and 1975. Eighty thousand engineers and 30,000

scientists will have to receive bachelors degrees each year during

the next decade to preserve existing ratios with the other educated
professions. In the same period the nation will need about 2 million

new elementary and secondary school teachers and approximately

250,000 additional faculty for colleges and universities. The number

of Ph.D.'s and highly trained personnel required in other fields will

be no less substantial.
For all of these reasons, enrollments in higher education are ex-

pected to climb from 5.6 million in 1965 to approximately 8 million

in 1975 and to between 13 million and 16 million at the end of the

century. Similarly, unless recent trends alter radically, graduate

enrollments will grow from 314,000 in 1960 to 1 million in 1975 and

2 million or 2.5 million by the year 2000. To accommodate this de-

mand, total current expenditures on higher education must increase

from $11.9 billion in 1965 to between $15 billion and $21 billion in

1975. Further, construction needs for this decade, 1965 to 1975, are

estimated at $15-$22 billioni.e., an annual average of at least

$1.5 billion and perhaps of $2.2 billion. Moreover, the history of

past projections suggests that all of these figures may represent
under-estimates of the true increases.

III. THE FINANCIAL CRISIS IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

If continued growth in the demands placed upon higher educa-

tion are certain, the ability of colleges and universities to respond

well to these demands and challenges is not. The most critical ques-
tion facing higher education today is how to find sufficient re-
sources.

Many institutions are already finding it difficult to sustain cur-
rent activities, let alone undertake new areas of instruction. Scholar-

ship and loan funds available fall short of students' needs. Research
efforts, even those normally assisted by the Federal Government,

are proving difficult to sustain on the scale and in the variety that
have been so fruitful. More insistent calls for public services at
home and abroad are putting added strains on tight institutional
budgets. New construction of perhaps $2 billion annually for the
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next ten years must somehow be financed, while funds to maintain
existing facilities and to renovate those not overly obsolescent must
also be found. Such factors in the last 15 years have forced institu-
tions to increase their expenditures at an annual rate of 12%, and
the future holds no promise of a reduced rate of growth.

The elements accounting for such increases in expenditures are
complex. Some are apparent; one is subtle but of primal importance.

Most obvious, of course, is the fact that enrollments in institutions
of higher education have grown enormouslyat an annual rate of
5% since 1952. Only slightly less apparent, however, is the fact that
educational expansion occurs in more ways than increases in enroll-
ment. New technologies, such as computer science and systems
analysis; new areas of study, such as African studies and other
foreign area programs; new sciences, such as molecular biology and
oceanography; new techniques, such as the introduction of quanti-
tative methods into the social sciences; growth in the relative pro-
portion of graduate students; expanded efforts in basic research;
and the prospective emergence of new interdisciplinary social
service professions, such as urban planning or the education of the
underprivilegedall of these imply higher costs even without en-
larged student enrollments. In other words, an adaptive, responsive
educational system is also a costly educational system.

Moreover, the costs of operating an institution's physical plant,
of maintaining libraries and of constructing new facilities will rise
at least in line with the general rise of the costs of goods and serv-
ices experienced by other elements of the society. Colleges and
universities aze no more exempt than the rest of America from the
effects of general inflationary tendencies in the economy.

The more subtle, and ultimately more threatening, reason for the
financial crisis in higher education is deeply embedded in the eco-
nomic order of the nation as a whole. During this century, the
American economy has experienced a steady annual increase in
productivity of approximately 2.2% per year. Specific sectors, par-
ticularly those in manufacturing, have had much higher increases.
Education, however, has had very few rises in productivity. That
is to say, one student costs much the same to educate, in terms of
teachers' time and materials, as he did a century ago. Despite the
high hopes and earnest efforts put into new educational technolo-
gies, the film, the tape, the television, the computer, and pro-
grammed instruction thus far have shown a much greater capacity
to enrich and improve learning than to reduce its costs. Very likely
in higher education generally, and certainly in research-oriented
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graduate education, there will never be a substitute for close
individual instruction.

As increased productivity per man-hour allows other sectors of
the economy to increase the salaries and benefits of their personnel,
higher education must do likewise if it is to remain competitive in
attracting and retaining highly trained and competent faculty and
administrators. This, in fact, has happened, as evidenced by fairly
constant increases of almost 5% a year since 1948 in average profes-
sorial salaries. But, if faculty compensation increases at a relatively
steady rate, while the amount of faculty time required per student
remains much the same, costs per student must increase at about
the same rate as salaries. Thus, even if the educational sector were
never to expand, constant increases in total costs must be expected,
and experience over an e-,Aended period of time confirms that costs
per student in higher education do rise whether expansion occurs
or not.

Colleges and universities must endeavor to effect savings where
they can without damage to the levels and kinds of education for
which they hold particular responsibilities. Most institutions of
higher education are deeply, even painfully, engaged in this en-
deavor. Economies of operation will be achieved, some of them
important. For the reasons indicated, however, alleviation of the
basic fiscal problems of higher education cannot be expected from
these economies, and it is of fundamental importance that there be
clear recognition of the phenomena just discussed. If higher educa-
tion were completely static, unresponsive to new needs and respon-
sibilities, its costs would still rise at about 5% a year. To the extent
that the higher educational system is dynamic, expanding, and
responsive to new demands for its services, costs will rise that much
more.

On the other side of the ledger, it appears highly unlikely that
traditional sources of income for both state and private institutions
will be able to increase their contributions at rates equal to such
built-in increases in costs. There is even reason to suspect that, in
the short run, contributions from several of these customary sources
will not increase as rapidly as they have in the recent past.

State governments have contributed significantly to higher educa-
tion in the past and should be expected to increase their support in
the future. However, state economies differ in their ability to sup-
port higher education, and state revenue systems, per se, are riot
as productive as the Federal revenue system. Further, state assist-
ance is inevitably subject to the differing priorities and needs of
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particular states, while heavy reliance on state support tends to
close each state institution's doors to outsidersAmerican and
foreignthus decreasing the breadth of student choice and increas-
ing institutional provincialism. If national benefits and national
priorities are to be recognized, the national government must pro-
vide much of the critical margin of additional support required.

Institutions of higher education are presently exerting significant
efforts to increase contributions from private sourcesindividuals,
foundations, and corporations or businesses. Since the late 1950's
many institutions have announced major fund-raising campaigns,
and some of these have met with great success. Yet, there is evi-
dence that such efforts may have entered an era of diminishing
returns. Further, competition for the private philanthropic dollar is
increasing on many fronts. Meanwhile, the increased interest of the
foundations and other private givers in strongly action-oriented,
social programs may represent the beginning of a trend in the cli-
mate of philanthropy unfavorable to liberal education in the col-
leges and to the advanced levels of education and of scholarship
in the traditional disciplines with which universities must be con-
cerned.

Corporation and business contributions have attracted increasing
attention of late, but such funds currently represent less than 5% of
the income of institutions of higher education. To be sure, this is
critically important support for a great many institutions. Yet, cor-
porate giving leaves unmet many general needs of colleges and
universities, and there is no reason to expect a major break-through
in corporate philanthropy whereby industry and business will pick
up a substantially larger share of the support of higher education
than they carry at the present.

The opportunities some institutions have to increase endowment
income by bolder investment policies also have drawn considerable
recent attention. That there is room for improvement in this regard
cannot be doubted, but fundamental solutions to the financial prob-
lems of higher education are not to be found here. Endowment in-
come is only 13.5% of the income of private institutions of higher
education, and is a much smaller part of total educational income.

This leaves tuition and fees. The prospect of major increases here
is not encouraging. The percentages of instructional costs met by
state and local governments, by private gifts and grants, and by
endowment earnings, all declined in the 1953-64 decade, forcing up
fees and tuitions in both private and public institutions. Excluding
student aid on which complete figures are not available, the share
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of educational costs borne by the students rose more than 22% in
public institutions, about 10% in private.

Unless accompanied by large scale student aid programs, further
tuition increases will work against efforts to encourage and support
the higher education of the sons and daughters of disadvantaged
families; and, as it is, the level of charges in some state universities
begins to seem at odds with the principle of low-cost, public educa-
tion which has made this nation the best educated in the history of
the world. Thus, several factors combine to limit tuition increases
and diminish the net income they can be expected to return. First,
tuition increments do not translate into equivalent amounts of net
income, for expenditures on student aid must grow with increases
in educational charges. Secondly, the desire of many private insti-
tutions to remain open to students of ability irrespective of the
income level of their families places serious limits on the rate at
which they can increase their fees. It would not be in the national
interest for private institutions to be restricted to providing educa-
tional opportunity to a small, privileged class. At the same time,
public institutions are properly proud of their long tradition of
offering quality education at the lowest possible cost to the indi-
vidual student.

Projecting these restraints on income growth against the inevi-
table increases in expenditures presents a stark fiscal future for
higher education. Current analyses point to the sobering existence
of a growing and substantial, even staggering, gap between income
and expenditures in many private institutions, and an equally
serious and growing quality deficit in public institutions.

In point of fact, of course, even in the face of such deficits, few
institutions will do anything as dramatic as closing down. But unless
the needed resources are found, higher education as a whole will
experience a deterioration in effectiveness. Outlays will be cut back
to meet income limitations. Such retrenchment inevitably would
mean fewer faculty to teach more students, reduced library acquisi-
tions and cultural programs, curtailed opportunities for the disad-
vantaged, slowed movement into new fields, less competent and
productive research, loss of faculty, delayed maintenance, and ad-
herence to the status quo instead of vigorous movement into new
aspects of education or public servicein short, the slow stifling of
higher education as a vital, creative, productive force in American
life.

If a strong and diversified system of higher education is to be
maintained in a growing America, it seems clear that the Federal
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Government will have to increase and extend substantially its sup-
port of higher education. Not only need, but also propriety point
to this conclusion, for a very substantial proportion of the benefits
from higher education accrue to the nation and society at large, not
to any one individual or set of individuals. Hence, as college-going
becomes the normal pattern for more than half the college-age
population, it is fitting that the nation at large, through the Federal
Government, assume an increasingly significant proportion of the
institutional costs of higher education, over and above aid to needy
students as individuals. Moreover, the Federal tax structure is far
and away the most equitable and productive system of revenues in
the nation. It is largely based on a progressive and fair income tax,
in contrast to the generally regressive structure of most state tax
systems, and, perhaps even more important, its revenues increase
automatically as the nation's Gross National Product grows.

IV. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO HIGHER
EDUCATION

The Federal Government currently provides assistance to higher
education through three kinds of programs(1) aid to students;
(2) grants and contracts for research, services, and certain special-
ized kinds of training; and (3) assistance for the construction of
facilities. These programs have been significant factors in the recent
growth and development of higher education. But it is clear that
additional and more comprehensive Federal support must now be
sought. In saying this, we strongly support a mixture of various
types of Federal aid. Only thus can we meet effectively the many
different kinds of financial needs in higher education today. Equally
importantly, pluralism in the means and sources of Federal support
constitutes an invaluable safeguard for institutional autonomy and
continued healthy diversity in the overall system of higher educa-
tion.

Broadly speaking, there are two principal kinds of financial prob-
lems in the instructional function of higher education. One is the
need of students for sufficient funds to pay tuition, fees, room,
board, and book costs. The other is the need of institutions for
sufficient funds to meet the cost of providing instruction appropri-
ate to the students they enroll. We have directed recommendations
to each of these two general problems. These recommendations, in
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combination, constitute a comprehensive program of Federal sup-
port for the instructional function of higher education consisting of
broad-purpose institutional grants and enlarged scholarship and loan
programs for students. To sustain the research and public service
functions of higher education and to house the growing responsi-
bilities of all institutions, we have recommended strengthened special-
purpose assistance in those areas where categorical aid appears to
offer the greatest advantages.

1. The Support of Students

Programs of student aid broaden opportunities for higher educa-
tion and extend the range of choice open to students as to where
and in what sorts of programs they study. Hence, aid to students
not only directly favors them as consumers but also through the
workings of a free educational market can have an influence on the
quality of academic programs.

The Federal Government currently provides approximately $1.1
billion for undergraduate grants and loans. Approximately one half
of this amount is in the form of loans, while the other half takes
the form of grants, wages for part-time work, or veterans' benefits.
The National Defense Education Act and the Higher Education Act
of 1965 are the major mechanisms for providing Federal support.
The U. S. Office of Education estimates that roughly 1.2 million
students benefited from such aid in 1966.

During the academic year 1966-67, the Federal Government also
provided approximately $441 million to graduate students, which
included support of almost 17% of all full-time doctoral candidates.
Of this total $277 million was in the form of fellowships and trainee-
ships, while the remaining $164 million was provided as loans,
work-study grants, and veterans' assistance. Such Federal aid to
graduate students is given through a large number of Federal
agencies, with the Office of Education providing only about one
third of Federal aid to graduate students and all of HEW only
slightly more than one half.

Taken together, the current programs contain the main features
of the sort of comprehensive Federal policy toward student aid
which we judge to be necessary. We regard this policy as prverly
having three principal aspectsnamely, (1) at the undergraduate
level, direct assistance (including scholarships and work-study
subsidies ) based on need and aimed primarily at students from
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lower income families; (2) loan funds available for students in a
better position to borrow and generally enabling students to exer-
cise a wider choice among the institutions they can attend; and (3)
fellowships and traineeships for graduate students, accompanied by
cost-of-education supplements to institutions. In all of these areas
there is clearly need for substantial additional investment by the
Federal Government. The recent reductions in new graduate fellow-
ships supported by the NDEA and NASA are especially disturbing
for the negative effect they will have on the development of high-
level talent in the universities. This trend must be reversed. But
in the whole broad area of student support, what appears to us to
be required is a refinement and extension of existing policies and
programs rather than any new set of them.

In supporting this mix of Federal student aid programs, we have
explicitly rejected the notion of income tax deductions or tax re-
bates for educational expenses. In recent years this notion has
drawn support both from those seeking relief for individual tax-
payers and those who see such developments as ways to make it
easier for institutions to charge higher fees. In our judgment, these
proposals are both wasteful of Federal revenues and unsuited to
the needs and problems of higher education. First and foremost,
they provide little assistance to low income families most in need
of aid. Second, if they are to afford relief to the middle and upper
income taxpayer, they will provide little aid to institutions; if, how-
ever, institutions take advantage of such schemes to charge higher
tuition and fees, they will provide little relief to taxpayers or stu-
dents, while they offer less general benefit, for the number of dollars
involved, than do other forms of Federal support. Moreover, the
provision of tax rebates or deductions for educational expenses
would constitute a special treatment of education and be contrary
to sound Federal tax policy, as we see it. Therefore, we do not
favor such tax rebates or deductions in the mix of policies appro-
priate to the support of higher education.

GRANTS FOR STUDY IN COLLEGE

The economic value of undergraduate education to the recipient
is generally such that a broad program of Federal scholarships for
undergraduate study does not seem to us to be justifiable. However,
there is evidence that significant numbers of capable students are
still deterred from higher education because of insufficient means.

t
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In particular, potentially able young people from severely dis-
advantaged backgrounds need special aid and encouragement if
they are to carry their education forward beyond high school.

Therefore we strongly recommend an expansion of Federal Eco-
nomic Opportunity Grant and Work-Study programs based upon
need and designed to make educational opportunities beyond the
high school available to all qualified students. Moreover, because
all students impose costs on the institutions they attend, these aid
programs to needy students should not require matching contribu-
tions from institutions. Instead, supplemental cost-of-education
grants to the institutions should be considered, especially where
they will help with the added guidance and xonseling often de-
sirable for students from impoverished backgrounds.

STUDENT LOANS

The heightened importance so many individuals now attach to
higher education and the scarcity of funds for allocation to it have
in recent years brought educational loans into increasing use. Ex-
tension of educational opportunity and choice through Federal loan
programs (and most particularly through Title II of the NDEA)
has proved both feasible and of benefit to many individuals. En-
larged Federal loan programs are certainly called for, but in our
judgment, they should not be pressed as a means of enabling insti-
tutions to shift to students a larger proportion of their costs. This,
of course, is not to urge that students and their families pay a
smaller share, a lesser relative amount, for higher education. As
both individual incomes and educational costs grow, increases in
the actual educational charges faced by students are to be expected.

In any federally funded loan program for students, it is desirable
to avoid inequitable repayment burdens and, in so far as possible,
to prevent the act of borrowing from inappropriately influencing
students' career decisions. Certain recent proposals for expanding
or modifying Federal loan programs (such as the so-called "Oppor-
tunity Bank") seek to meet these problems. Those thus far sug-
gested have not provided workable alternatives to major objections
which have been raised. Perhaps some generally acceptable pro-
gram of this sort can yet be developed. Until it is, current /oan
provisions can be extended to more individuals merely by increas-
ing the Federal funds available for loans under current repayment
systems.
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THE SUPPORT OF GRADUATE STUDENTS

The same basic alternatives are open for the support of graduate
students as undergraduatesnamely, grants and loans. However,
the circumstances of graduate study require very different emphases
and combinations of the two. For one thing, with the exception of
certain types of professional study (e.g., the law and medicine),
graduate education results in nowhere near the same increment to
personal income as does attainment of the Bachelor's degree, and,
like basic research, the highly specialized skills developed in gradu-
ate education are of more directly national, and indeed world-wide,
consequence. Hence, their development properly should have a
larger claim on Federal, as against personal, local, or regional re-
sources. A second factor to consider is that wider undergraduate
use of loans means that students entering graduate or professional
schools will increasingly be already encumbered with_debts.

In recognition of these facts, substantial Federal support for
graduate students, especially in the sciences and engineering, has
been available over a number of years. From the end of World War
II to this year, there has been a steady increase in the number of
awards made through the several major Federal programs which
now provide fellowships and traineeships for graduate stadythe
NSF, NIH, and NDEA. Most such programs have come to include
a "cost-of-education" supplement to the institution. This assistance,
provided simultaneously to graduate students and graduate schools,
has been instrumental in advancing the high caliber of graduate
training in this country and extending such training to an increasing
number of universities. Moreover, along with support accorded to
basic research and to certain types of applied research related to
professional schoolswhich contribute in essential ways to the
proper intellectual growth of graduate and professional students
these fellowship programs have done much to create the scientific
eminence and technological strength which our coiintry currently
enjoys.

If the nation is to continue to have these benefits over any long
span of time, and if our universities are to meet demands for trained
manpower beyond those of the sciences and technology, it is im-
perative that the existing Federal fellowship programs greatly ex-
pand. Moreover, the institutional grants accompanying fellowships
and traineeships must be substantially increased and the built-in
need for automatic future increases should be recognized. (If
$4,500 is taken as an average annual cost to the institution of edu-
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cating a graduate student, and if an annual cost rise of 6% is

assumed to continue, the cost to the institution will equal approxi-

mately $8,000 in 1975-76.°) The current institutional supplements,

in most cases set several years ago at $2,500 each, cover less and

less each year of the real costs which a graduate student imposes

on the institution in which he studies.

2. Facilities

The expansion of higher education, qualitative improvements in

it, and much of the evolution of new programs of research and

service, all hinge significantly on the sorts of assistance to academic

construction which the Federal Government has provided through

loans and grants.
According to the U.S. Office of Education, a deficiency of nearly

140,000,000 square feet of academic space currently exists in higher

educationexcluding both student housing and the problem of ob-

solescence in many existing structures. Over the next five years, at

least 1,230,000 new places will be required for expected additional

full-time enrollments. These needed new places and these deficiencies,

it must be recognized, entail not only classrooms but also laboratories,

libraries, and even wholly new institutions. Thus, as indicated earlier,

to accommodate both the increases in enrollments and the rising

demands for research and service activities confronting our colleges

and universities will require more than $1.5 billion annually and

probably closer to $2.2 billion annually over the next ten years.

In view of the current backlog and these large needs that loom

so close ahead, we strongly urge increased appropriations under the

Higher Education Facilities Act and a doubling of the allowable

Federal grant share from one third to two thirds of project cost for

four-year institutions. A similar allowance should apply to support

of research facilities under NSF and NIH programs. Moreover, the

criteria governing facilities grants should include the improvement

of educational performance and the sustaining of aCtivities of the

highest quality. They should not necessarily entail expanded enroll-

ment in each instance, although greater enrollment capacity must

be a major, overall objective.

* These figures do not take into consideration the amount of research support

required. Based on figures published by the NSF, this may exceed $100,000

per Ph.D. degree awarded in the sciences and engineering.
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3. Support of Research in the Universities
_-

Most Federal funds going into higher education to date have
been in the form of grants and contracts to support research of
interest to one or another agency of Government. The interests of
national security and national health have spurred this support in
the years since World War II, but the Government's sponsorship
of research in engineering and the natural and social sciences has
extended well beyond those principal objectives.

These funds have been awarded as government purchases of
designated university services, rather than as assistance to higher
education as such; yet, they have aided and strengthened universi-
ties in many ways. They provide stipends for graduate students
employed as research assistants. They have been used to help uni-
versities hire and retain faculty. And through the provision of sophis-
ticated instrumentation and logistic support they have enabled uni-
versities to conduct research of greater significance with greater
efficiency, and thus to pursue more effectively their basic mission
of advancing human knowledge and understanding.

Of some $16 billion expended by the Federal Government on
research and development in FY 1968, only $1.43 billion is for work
in the universities. Yet, the latter sum represents roughly a fivefold
increase in federally sponsored research expenditures in the univer-
sities since FY 1958, when such support amounted to $0.29 billion.
This growth appears to indicate widespread recognition in the
Government and the nation at large that we need strength in basic
research and must move vigorously forward with it on a broad
front.

In fact, however, the increases in Federal expenditures in FY 1967
and those estimated for FY 1968 for research and development in
universities are markedly less than those of recent years. Compared
to annual increases of between 11% and 29% in the preceding dec-
ade, they stand at 7% and 2% respectively. Given the rising costs of
goods and services throughout the economy, the prospective 2% in-
crease for 1968 represents an actual reduction in research supported.
Furthermore, the total change in support for the year is comprised
of a modest and welcome increase for the life sciences and social
sciences, and a substantial decrease for those agencies (especially
the Department of Defense) on which the physical sciences are
mainly dependent for research support. It might be maintained, of
course, that the very sizable increases for university-based research
in the post-Sputnik era could not be continued. Still we cannot see
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reductions such as those for FY's 1967 and 1968 as working any-
thing but harm to the research competence of this country, espe-
cially if extended beyond a short-term emergency period. The effort
of the Federal Executive to forestall such results by recommending
an increase of 13% for university-based research in the FY 1969
budget comes none too soon and merits strong support.

It is also important to consider the manner in which this Federal
investment is allocated. There are good reason for seeking a wider
distribution of Federal academic research support among geo-
graphic regions and among institutions. We strongly favor the
developing of new "centers of excellence," but the national interest
will not be served if this is done at the cost cf weakening estab-
lished and more experienced centers. Excellence in graduate educa-
tion and research depends to a considerable extent upon a "critical
mass" of research funds and talented and able graduate students,
faculty, and technicians. Thus any effort to spread this capability
must be matched by heavily increased Federal research funds, or
it will result in a reduction of total scientific performance. Thus it
is clear that both developing and established institutions require
attention and nurture, and both require it on a scale that can only
increase.

Hence, we urge a reemphasis on high-quality research potential,
along with expansion of research capabilities, in the awarding of
Federal research grants and contracts. This should apply not only
in those agencies supporting scientific and engineering research
but also those authorized to support work in the social sciences, the
arts, and the humanities.

Institutions only lightly engaged in sponsored research can some-
times afford to share in its costs readily because the cost involved
is such a small fraction of their total budget. However, for those
undertaking a substantial volume of sponsored research, even small
percentages of cost-sharing soon place marked strains on budgets
and thus by preempting an institution's own resources, limit its flexi-
bility and adaptability in responding to other educational needs.
Therefore we urge that Federal assistance to university research
of interest to the government meet the full costs.

We would also favor an enlargement of NSF-type institutional
grants, which permit greater freedom and flexibility to universities
in the management of research funds, and the extension of such
grants to the arts, humanities, and social sciences. Nevertheless, in
our judgment the project grant or contract, which allows qualitative
controls, is the best general mechanism for Federal support of aca-
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demic research and should be retained as a major device for direct-
ing Federal research funds into universities.

At the same time, with respect to this research, we would hope
that a new mode of Federal funding may be evolved to enable
charges for faculty salaries to be separated from project contracts
and grants. Such exclusion will require provision of equivalent
funds by other means. Here, without arguing for a specific plan, we
would simply observe that to free institutions from having to charge
to short-term projects long-term commitments to their faculties
would make for healthier relations within universities and firmer
management of institutional resources. Furthermore, the type of
detailed time accountability of faculty which is a concomitant of the
cost accounting philosophy of special purpose programs is incom-
patible with the traditional relationship of a faculty member and
his institution. In the support of faculty, the principle of fund
accountability, common, for example, in handling of endowment
income and foundation grants, should be recognized instead of the
principle of cost accountability used in the administration of project
grants and contracts.

4. Other Forms of Categorical Support

Counting the support of graduate study and research, most
Federal funds going into higher education are in the form of cate-
gorical assistance; that is, they are for specified purposes associated
with the specific mission of one or another Federal agency. In its
various forms, categorical assistance has been a powerful means of
encouraging educational activity in areas of national importance.

There are a number of areas 'where strengthened programs of
directed, selective support seem to us to be of critical national
importance in these times. Four of them relate closely, but not ex-
clusively, to the responsibilities of universities as centers of ad-
vanced education and scholarship. Specifically, we refer here to the
support of research libraries, of modern high-speed computation,
of international studies, and of the arts and humanities. The ability
of universities to sustain strong efforts in these areas is important
to the forward thrust of learning and to the country's well-being in
a shrinking and troubled world. Yet, three of these areas impose
very large expenditures upon the university, and available assist-
ance for all of them is far too limited.
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IABRAmEs

Federal support of university and research libraries is particularly
important, for the library is the central and essential supporting
mechanism of teaching and research in the university. The emerg-
ence of new programs of teaching and research such as area studies,
the expanding volume of world book production, and the rapidly
increasing cost of books and journals have resulted in a compound-
ing of library costs. The Federal Government has begun to assist in
meeting these costs by categorical assistance to individual institu-
tions and by programs of centralized assistance which benefit all
institutions; both types of aid should be continued and expanded.

Each college and university mast have on its own campus a
library adequate to its own basic programs. Each Federally sup-
ported program which creates library needs, whether scientific
research contact or NDEA language program, should make pro-
vision for the financing of these needs. General assistance in build-
ing collections, such as that provided under Title II A of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, is also valuable. In all of these Federal
programs two points seem to us of particular importance as specific
guidelines are developed and modified: (1) library support of
graduate and professional education is much more expensive than
that of undergraduate education, and any per capita support formu-
lae should take this into account; ( 2) the financial problems of
older and larger libraries are often as acute as those of libraries in
new institutions, and it is in the national interest that they be
solved, for these large university and research libraries back-stop
smaller institutions through direct lending, inter-library loans, and
new forms of cooperation.

Fortunately, not all library collections and serials need be dupli-
cated on each campus. The centralized acquisition and cataloguing
program of the Library of Congress under rtle II C of the Higher
Education Act is of vital importance to all university libraries and
should be fully funded and expanded along the lines proposed in
pending amendments. This and other centralized bibliographic
services of the great Federal libraries, as well as the continued
growth of their collections, deserve continuing support as aid to
higher education of a very real sort.

Finally, to make sure that the specialized and complex needs of
libraries are met in the national interest and in the most efficient
and economical way through coordinated Federal legislative and
other programs, the work begun by the President's National Ad-
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visory Commission on Libraries should be continued by a perma-

nent National Library Commission, established in an appropriate

government agency. Continuing guidance and support are needed

to achieve the national networks of libraries which the new tech-

nology promises.

COM:MIMS

Some support for computing services in the universities has, of

course, been available in conjunction with project research sup-

port, but there has been little or no support for the use of com-

puting services in regular academic courses or for use by under-

graduates or thesis students who cannot fit their project into an

existing sponsored research program.
There is a pressing need to help universities acquire and utilize

modern computers more extensively and effectively. Computers

have become as essential to both scholarship and study as great

libraries, but their costs are increasing and are likely for some time

to increase rapidly both because of technological advances in

equipment and services, and because scholars and students are
constantly learning new ways of using computers in their work.

To cite just one example, this year one major university reports

a general funds appropriation of $1.2 million for the operation

of its computer center, whereas 11 years ago this was not even

a distinguishable item in the university's budget. Even though the

scale of increase may not have to be as large in the comiug

decade, the growth in the requirement is bound to be both urgent

and large. This is made emphatically clear in the report of the

President's Science Advisory Committee, Computers in Higher Ed-

ucation (February 1967), which calculates the provision of ade-

quate educational computing in all the country's colleges and uni-

versities at $414 million per year by 1971-72 as against an estimated

$100 million in 1968-69.
Encouragement to the development of regional computer net-

works seems to be highly appropriate, since it is often wasteful

or impractical for every institution to seek a large, complex, and

completely self-sufficient installation. Such networks may take the

form of sharing a single computing center, or sharing a central

processing unit with peripheral and programming services pro-

vided on each`campus, OT exchange of specialized terminal services

or pooling of total computing capacity among several university

centers.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

The time has long since passed when America's affairs can be
treated in isolation and we can afford a citizenry largely ignorant
of and indifferent to the cultures, needs, and aspirations of non-
Western peoples. In recent years much progress has been made
to extend curdoula, strengthen library holdings, make room for
foreign students, and develop a larger American scholarly com-
petence in the light of these requirements. Virtually every college
and university is engaged in the effort in some degree. Meanwhile,
the Fuibright-Hays Act has assisted greatly in the movement of
students and scholars between the United States and foreign
countries, and Title VI of the National Defense Education Act has
been an invaluable aid in the development of university study and
training centers focused on selected, critical languages and areas.
The needs, however, far outstrip these steps and these resources.
This was recognized in the development and passage of the In-
ternational Education Act of 1966. Its subsequent failure to receive
the appropriations that will permit its implementation is deplorable.
It means continued, serious retarding of the effort to develop both
the needed general citizens and the specialists who have adequate
training in foreign cultures and world affairs. Support on a sub-
stantial scale of the greater study opportunities to be opened to
American students and faculty members under the International
Education Act of 1966 seems to this Association to be highly
important.

ARTS AND HUMANITIES

The arts and humanities, and some aspects of the social sciences,
have been the under-supported areas of American higher educa-
tion. As civilizing forces of society, they deserve special attention
from a government and people concerned with the progress of
humanity. We endorse strongly the establishment and work of the
National Endowments for the Arts and for the Humanities, and
believe that substantially larger appropriations for them will pay
significant returns in the cultural life of the nation.

NEW SERVICE ACTIVMES

In addition to the above-mentioned areas of concern, univer-
sities and colleges are being called upon with increased frequency
and increased urgency to extend their attention and competencies
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to community needs. Quite properly, in our view, higher educa-
tion is being put under pressure to develop more active programs
of instruction, research, and service aimed at such large current
problems as "the inner city," air and water pollution, the needs
of the predominantly Negro colleges, and the improvement of
elementary and secondary schools. But by and large, even where
Federal and state programs of financial assistance exist for these
purposes, they remain inadequate, and do not fully employ the
special competencies of the institutions of higher education. Con-
sequently, when universities and colleges undertake such tasks,
they commonly do so at the expense of other commitments which
may be no less worthy. New funding, much of it long-term in na-
ture, and a more realistic assessment of all costs must be achieved
if colleges and universities are to extend their interests and ac-
tivities effectively and responsibly into these areas of public concern.

5. General Institutional Grants
Student support assists students to meet dharges for tuition,

books, and living, and thus only indirectly helps institutions meet
a part of the costs of educating students. Categorical assistance
advances important specific purposes, but does not provide the
unrestricted funding that institutions require to meet the threaten-
ing gap between general expenditures and normal income. Direct
institutional grants must thus be given serious consideration as a
means of aiding both state and privately supported higher educa-
tion.

The need for such grants has been gaining increasing recognition.
Indeed, nearly all major national organizations representing the
institutions of higher education have now gone on record as favoring
some form of broad-purpose, Federal support for accredited col-
leges and universities. These include the Association of American
Colleges, the National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges, the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities, the American Association of Junior Colleges, the
American Council on Education, and, of course, this organization.

Broad-purpose grants may be allocated to institutions through
administrative discretion or by formula systems. Discretionary sys-
tems place a huge burden on the decision-maker charged with
allocating large sums of money among 2,000 institutions. Formulae
of some sort are to be preferred, even though the devising of an
absolutely perfect formula would be utopian.
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Representative George P. Miller's National Institutional Grants
Program, introduced in the 90th Congress, represents a step toward
direct institutional grants and the beginning of a search for a
feasible system of allocation. The Miller Bill would allocate in-
stitutional grants on four grounds: the volume of project research
conducted by an institution, the number of advanced degrees it
awards, the number of credit hours offered, and the number of
high school graduates in the state in which it is located. The
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges
has sponsored the Miller Bill, and the Association of American Uni-
versities has endorsed its intent and general approach, but it also
indicated certain important reservations. These arise from the fact
that the Bill treats only the natural and social sciences, and is un-
realistic in failing to recognize the great cost differentials between
education to the M.A. (or M.S.) and education to the Ph.D.

President Howard Bowen of the University of Iowa has proposed
a different formula for institutional grants that takes into account
both yearly increases in enrollments and increases in instructional
costs. Significantly, this proposal restricts the Federal contribution
to a fraction of these increases and thus insures that current sources
(state or private) will not reduce their contributions and so shift an
undue burden onto the Federal Government. The proposal could
be adapted to include recognition of the cost differentials of the
various levels of education, and even to recognize instructional
quality as reflected in cost differences among institutions at the
same level. Such alterations would incorporate into broad support
important rewards for and incentives to qualitative effort.

In this vein, others have recommended that general institutional
support should be based on a flat payment per student enrolled
plus a percentage of the costs of instruction, with differing costs
of differing levels and types of instruction being recognized. The
simplicity of this approach speaks for it. Moreover, it recognizes
and rewards differences in educational effort and quality as re-
flected in instructional costs, even while providing a minimum
amount of aid to each institution for each student enrolled.

It is not our intent in this report to advocate a specific alloca-
tional formula. Several basic principles, however, can be suggested.
First, it is most important to recognize not only numbers of students
enrolled, but also natural differences in cost among levels of
higher education as well as the need for improvement of educa-
tional quality in all institutions of higher education. The program
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adopted also should include a factor which reasonably adjusts
the Federal allocation to the continued rise in educational costs
each year.

Secondly, extraordinary ability of certain types is of such prime
importance in education beyond the M.A. and M.S. level, that the
education of Ph.D. candidates, postdoctoral students, and other
selected advanced professional students must be provided for in
ways additional to general support formulae. Federal support of

education at the doctoral and postdoctoral levels has proved
highly effective when carried out selectively, through fellowships
and traineeships coupled to institutional supplements.

Thirdly, if institutions are to be supported by general purpose
Federal grants, they must be expected to meet recognized stand-
ards. To insist on this is not to exclude special programs of assist-

ance to developing institutions. But some standards will have to
be agreed upon, and quite possibly accreditation agencies should
be strengthened, if Federal funds are to be allocated at once broadly
and as efficiently as possible.

With these provisos, direct Federal institutional grants represent
an appropriate and necessary means of meeting some of the prob-
lems of higher education. They recognize the nation's interest in
the whole of our higher educational system as an indispensable
source of instruction, research, and service. They provide the
relatively free funds needed by an independent educational system.
And they help to maintain the diversity and dynamism of its
elements. Careful consideration and high priority should be given
to a suitable program of general institutional grants.

6. Coordination and Planning

Federal funds for support of education, training and related
programs al expended through ten executive departments and
at least ten independent agencies. While some diversity in the
Federal Government's approach to education is highly desirable
to avoid excessive domination by any single agency and to pro-
vide for full utilization of the expertise of the Federal Govern-
ment, better coordination among Federal programs of support
for education and research is essential.

Furthermore, educational statistics, particularly those document-
ing the Federal role in higher education, should be collected and

disseminated more systematically. Programs for higher education
could be devised and evaluated with considerably more rationality
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if educators and policy makers had access to better information.
Finally we suggest that the Executive Branch needs a systematic

and continuous way of obtaining advice on educational policies
and programs; this is particularly important for the Secretary
of Health, Education, and Welfare and for the President. The need
for a direct and open involvement of responsible leadership in
higher education with the decision makers in the Federal Govern-
ment is clear; and it will be even more necessary as the extent
and scope of Federal funding in higher education grow greater.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES
Membership

Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California
University of California
Berkeley, California
Catholic University of America
Washington, D. C.
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
Clark University
Worcester, Massachusetts
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
Columbia University
New York, New York
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts
University of Illinois
Urbana, Illinois
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa
University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Maryland
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
New York University
New York, New York
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Princeton University
Princeton, New jersey
Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York
Stanford University
Stanford, California
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
University of Texas
Austin, Texas
Tulane University
New Orleans, Louisiana
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut

McGill University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada

University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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L968 Drafting Committee

President Robert F. Goheen, Chairman
Princeton University

President William C. Friday
University of North Carolina

President Fred H. Harrington
University of Wisconsin

Chancellor G. Alexander Heard
Vanderbilt University

President Nathan M. Pusey
Harvard University


